The One Health Day "CAPTURE THE MOVEMENT" Contest Winners
Capture the movement was open to all UF students who wanted to explore dynamic perspectives, experiences and solutions centered on the impacts that movement brings by expressing ideas through the visual arts for One Health Day.

Thank you to all of the participants that submitted to this contest.

1st Place Winner: Benjamin Gelber for his video titled "Yaktama"
2nd Place Winner: Lukas Pidgeon for his painting titled "Find Yourself"
3rd Place Winner: Zachariah Chou for his photograph titled "At the Mercy of the Wind"

2018-2019 CES Faculty & Student Opportunities
- Faculty Funding: Summer Travel Grants - Up to $1,500 for European related research, call in the spring, travel in the summer
- Student Funding: Summer Travel Grants (Graduates only) - Up to $1,500 for Europe related research, call in the spring, travel in the summer

Important Notice:
We are moving!
The One Health Center of Excellence will be moving from EPI to McCarty D on December 3.